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Abstract

In this paper, we consider a problem of self-supervised
learning for small-scale datasets based on contrastive loss
between multiple views of the data, which demonstrates
the state-of-the-art performance in classification task. De-
spite the reported results, such factors as the complexity of
training requiring complex architectures, the needed num-
ber of views produced by data augmentation, and their im-
pact on the classification accuracy are understudied prob-
lems. To establish the role of these factors, we consider
an architecture of contrastive loss system such as SimCLR,
where baseline model is replaced by geometrically invari-
ant “hand-crafted” network ScatNet with small trainable
adapter network and argue that the number of parame-
ters of the whole system and the number of views can be
considerably reduced while practically preserving the same
classification accuracy. In addition, we investigate the im-
pact of regularization strategies using pretext task learn-
ing based on an estimation of parameters of augmentation
transform such as rotation and jigsaw permutation for both
traditional baseline models and ScatNet based models. Fi-
nally, we demonstrate that the proposed architecture with
pretext task learning regularization achieves the state-of-
the-art classification performance with a smaller number
of trainable parameters and with reduced number of views.
Code: https://github.com/vkinakh/scatsimclr

1. Introduction
Self-supervised learning refers to the learning of data

representations that are not based on labeled data. The re-
cent techniques of self-supervised learning such as SimCLR
[10], SwAV [8], SeLa [3] and BYOL [14] demonstrate a
classification performance close to their supervised counter-
parts. The main common idea behind these self-supervised
approaches is to learn an embedding that produces an invari-
ant representation under various data augmentations rang-
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Figure 1. STL-10 [1] Top-1 accuracy of self-supervised methods.
Gray dots indicate other self-supervised methods. Our method,
ScatSimCLR, is shown in red. Our implementation of SimCLR is
shown in green. The results are obtained with models trained for
1000 epochs.

ing from image filtering to geometrical transformations. In
most cases, some powerful neural network such as for ex-
ample ResNet [10] is used to implement this embedding.
It is demonstrated [10] that the classification accuracy of
these systems increases with the increase of the complexity
of ResNet represented by the larger number of parameters
capable of producing the invariance of visual representa-
tion under the broad family of augmentations. Typically the
number of parameters of such networks ranges from 5M to
500M that makes their training quite a complex and time
consuming task and requires a lot of training data.

At the time, in many practical applications it is infea-
sible to collect a lot of training data. Moreover, in many
cases the amount of labeled data is limited. We refer to
these cases as a ”small dataset” problem. These restrictions
lead to the overfitting of large scale models such as ResNet

https://github.com/vkinakh/scatsimclr


and result in their poor generalization. Therefore, to benefit
from the recent advancements of self-supervised learning,
which performance is generally demonstrated on the large
scale datasets such as ImageNet [11], it is important to de-
velop efficient representation learning techniques adapted
to the small dataset problem.

In this paper, we try to address the problem of self-
supervised learning based on contrastive loss in the ap-
plication to the small dataset problem by replacing com-
plex ResNet network by networks with a smaller number
of parameters. More particularly, we investigate a ques-
tion whether such complex networks as ResNet are really
needed to achieve the targeted representation invariance as-
suming that the invariance to some families of augmenta-
tions can be achieved by a hand-crafted embedding. One
candidate for such an invariant hand-crafted embedding is
ScatNet [2, 6], which is known to produce stable embed-
dings under the deformations in terms of Lipschitz con-
tinuity property. As a by-product of such an invariance,
one might assume that the number of augmentations needed
for the training of invariant embedding can be reduced ac-
cordingly. Finally, the overall complexity of training might
also be lower. To investigate these questions, we propose
a ScatSimCLR architecture where the complex ResNet is
replaced by ScatNet followed by a simple adapter network.
We demonstrate that ScatSimCLR with a reduced number
of training parameters and a reduced number of used aug-
mentations can achieve similar performance and in some
cases even outperform SimCLR. Furthermore, we demon-
strate that the introduction of pretext task learning regu-
larization, yet another popular technique of self-supervised
learning, is beneficial for representation learning both for
basic neural networks like SimCLR as well as for the pro-
posed architectures.

Main contributions are:

1. We propose a model with the reduced number of pa-
rameters of the embedding network while preserving
the same classification performance. This is achieved
due to the usage of the geometrically invariant network
ScatNet. Figures 1 and 8 demonstrate the performance
of ScatSimCLR on STL-10 and CIFAR100-20 1 [1] as
a function of the number of parameters with respect to
the other state-of-the-art methods. The ScatSimCLR
outperforms the state-of-the-art SCAN [40] and RUC
[34] methods known to produce the top result for STL-
10 and CIFAR100-20 datasets, while using even lower
complexity networks.

2. We investigate the impact of pretext task regularization
on the classification performance. This includes the
regularization based on the estimation of parameters

1CIFAR100-20 is CIFAR100 dataset with 20 superclasses.

Figure 2. ScatNet [2, 6] filter bank for J = 5 (number of scales)
and L = 6 (number of rotations). The top left image corresponds
to a low-pass filter. The first left half image corresponds to the real
parts of ScatNet filters arranged according to the scales (rows) and
orientations (columns). The right half image corresponds to the
imaginary part of ScatNet filters.

of applied augmentation transform such as the rotation
angle and jigsaw permutation.

3. We investigate the impact of the ScatNet and pretext
task regularization on several datasets such as STL-
10 and CIFAR100-20 and establish that the ScatSim-
CLR achieves state-of-the-art performance even with
the smaller number of parameters.

4. We investigate the role of augmentations in the context
of representation learning based on the geometrically
invariant ScatNet.

5. We demonstrate that the data agnostic ScatNet is appli-
cable to the datasets with different statistics and labels
and does not require extensive training as in the case
of ResNet used for SimCLR contrastive learning.

6. Finally, we demonstrate that individual contributions
of ScatNet and pretext tasks improves the performance
of the model on classification tasks.

2. Related work
We briefly summarize the related work to the concepts

used in this paper.
Contrastive learning is considered among the state-of-

the-art techniques for self-supervised learning [32, 19, 41,
38, 37, 10]. The contrastive learning is based on a pa-
rameterized encoding or embedding that produces a low-
dimensional data representation such that minimizes some
distance between similar (positive) data pairs and maxi-
mizes for dissimilar (negative) ones. One of the central
questions in contrastive learning is the generation or selec-
tion of positive and negative examples without labels. It is
a common practice to generate positive examples by a data
augmentation when multiple ”views” for a given image are
created by applying different crops [35, 41, 10, 4, 17, 42,
26], various geometrical transformations of affine or projec-
tive families [13], jigsaw image permutations [29, 12], split-
ting image into luminance and chrominance components
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Figure 3. Examples of ScatNet [2] feature vectors for L = 4 and
J = 2 for STL-10 [1] images. ScatNet transform is applied to
each color channel separately, then each channel is normalized and
merged into a RGB image for better visualization.

[38], applying low-pass and high-pass filtering [10, 14], pre-
dicting one view from another [44], etc. The overall idea is
to create a sort of ”associations” between different parts of
the same object or scene via a common latent space repre-
sentation. The negative pairs are generally considered as
images or parts of images randomly sampled from unla-
beled data. The recent study [39] demonstrates the role of
positive and negative example selection and generation and
their impact on the overall classification accuracy.

Hand-crafted geometrically invariant transform - Scat-
Net2 is a class of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
designed with fixed weights [6] that has a set of impor-
tant properties. (1) Deformation stability: in contrast to
the Fourier transformation that is generally unstable to de-
formations at high frequencies3, ScatNet is stable to de-
formations in terms of Lipschitz continuity property. The
stability is gained due to the use of non-linearity and aver-
age pooling. (2) Hand-crafted design: ScatNet is consid-
ered as a deep convolution network with fixed filters in a
form of wavelet basis functions independent of a specific
dataset that at the same time provides (3) sparse represen-
tation. (4) Interpretable representation: in contrast to the
most deep convolutional networks that output only the last
layer, ScatNet outputs all layers representing the different
signal scales. Figure 2 shows typical ScatNet filters for the
depth J = 5 and number of orientations L = 6. A set of
features produced by ScatNet for the STL-10 [1] samples is
shown in Figure 3.

Hand-crafted pretext task and clustering based pseudo-
labeling are used to compensate for the lack of labeled data.
The hand-crafted pretext task is considered as a sort of self-

2The efficient GPUs’ implementation are provided in [33, 2]
3The Fourier transform is invariant to translation.
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Figure 4. Contrastive learning of visual representation accord-
ing to SimCLR architecture. In this work, an encoding network
fϕResNet

producing a representation h is replaced by ScatNet net-
work fϕScat

and adapter network fϕh
. In the rest, the architecture

remains the same as for SimCLR.

supervised learning when the input data are manipulated to
extract a supervised signal in the form of a pretext task
learning. The hand-crafted pretext task has been widely
used in various settings to predict the patch context [12, 28],
solve jigsaw puzzles from the same [29] and different im-
ages [31], colorize images [43, 25], predict noise [5], count
[30], estimate parameters of rotations [13], inpaint patches
[35], spot artifacts [20], generate images [36] as well as
for predictive coding [32, 18] and instance discrimination
[41, 17, 10, 38, 27]. We refer the reader to [22] for the de-
tails of these methods. At the same time, clustering based
pseudo-labeling can be used as pseudo-labels to learn vi-
sual representations [7]. Recent work [8] extends this idea
to soft cluster assignment in contrast to hard-assignment. In
this work we only consider pretext task learning based on
rotation and jigsaw parameters’ estimation.

3. ScatSimCLR

The proposed architecture of self-supervised representa-
tion learning is shown in Figure 4 and it is based on the
SimCLR framework.

For the batch size N , given {xk}Nk=1 in the batch, Sim-
CLR produces two augmented versions x̃2k−1 = φt (xk)
and x̃2k = φt′ (xk) of each xk using parameterized
augmentation transform φt with parameters t and t′ for
each view. Both augmented images are first processed
by the feature extraction network fϕResNet

thus produc-
ing two representations h2k−1 = fϕResNet

(x̃2k−1) and
h2k = fϕResNet

(x̃2k) and then by the projection network
gθz

that produces two vectors z2k−1 = gθz
(h2k−1) and

z2k = gθz
(h2k).



SimCLR contrastive loss is defined as:

LSimCLR(ϕResNet,θz) =
1

2N

N∑
k=1

[ℓ(2k − 1, 2k)+

ℓ(2k, 2k − 1)],

(1)

where ℓ(i, j) = − log
exp(si,j/τ)∑2N

k=1 1|k ̸=i] exp(si,k/τ)
with si,j =

z⊤i zj/ (∥zi∥ ∥zj∥) denotes a pairwise similarity for all pairs
i ∈ {1, . . . , 2N} and j ∈ {1, . . . , 2N} and 1[k ̸=i] ∈ {0, 1}
is an indicator function evaluating to 1 iff k ̸= i and τ de-
notes a temperature parameter.

SimCLR demonstrates the increasing performance in
classification accuracy as shown in Figure 1 with the growth
of the number of parameters of ResNet fϕResNet

from about
11M to 28M. Thus it is commonly assumed that this in-
crease in performance is due to the increase of fϕResNet

net-
work capacity and its ability to learn more complex associ-
ations between different parts of objects. Obviously, all the
parameters of the network should be trained to efficiently
encode these associations.

In contrast to this, we argue that the complex trainable
ResNet fϕResNet

can be replaced by the hand-crafted non-
trainable ScatNet network fϕScat

and small capacity train-
able adapter network fϕh

. ScatNet network fϕScat
is a

hand-crafted network with the fixed parameters and it is ag-
nostic to a particular dataset and corresponding inter-object
associations. It produces invariant low-level image repre-
sentation a. At the same time, the low capacity adapter net-
work fϕh

aggregates the output of ScatNet and produces the
visual representation h. Therefore, one should only train
the parameters of an adapter network that is just a fraction
of ResNet. Similarly to the results presented in Figure 1,
one can change the complexity of the adapter network and
investigate its impact on the overall system performance.
For the fair comparison, we keep the remaining architecture
the same as in SimCLR.

To process color images, we simply apply ScatNet to
each color channel as shown in Figure 5. We have used
RGB representation but YCbCr or YUV spaces might be
even more suited due to the properties of Y component re-
flecting grayscale images.

We will refer to SimCLR network with the replaced
ResNet by ScatNet and the adapter network as ScatSim-
CLR.

4. Additional regularizer as a pretext task self-
learning

In this section, we introduce an additional form of reg-
ularization that does not require any labeling, pseudo-
labeling or mining for positive or negative neighbors as
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Figure 5. The encoding network for color images. An image x is
represented by three color components {xR,xG,xB}. Each color
component is processed by ScatNet network fϕScat

and then the
adapter network fϕh

aggregates the outputs to produce the repre-
sentation h.
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Figure 6. ScatSimCLR with an additional regularization based on
the estimation of parameter t and t′ of augmentation transform φt

via a network gθt applied to both left and right channels (schemat-
ically shown only for the left channel in green).

in [40] that can be surely applied to our framework. In-
stead for fair comparison with SimCLR we will stay in the
scope of the same self-supervised framework and try to ex-
plore another direction by investigating the role of latent
space regularization via estimation of parameters of applied
augmentation transformation. The pretext task regulariza-
tion methods are not new and have been used in a stand-
alone self-supervised architectures as described in Section
2. However, up to our best knowledge these regularization
techniques have not been considered in the scope of con-
trastive representation learning. Thus a hypothesis to verify
is whether creating more semantics about the inter-object
or inter-scene associations would lead to more meaningful
latent space representation.

In our study we define the parameters t of the augmen-
tation transform φt under the pretext task estimation to be
the rotation or jigsaw permutation. We used 4 rotation an-
gles (0°, 90°, 180°and 270°) and 35 jigsaw permutations.
We apply only one augmentation (either rotation or jigsaw



permutation) at time. These parameters are encoded as one-
hot-encoding for each augmentation and the corresponding
classifier gθt is used to estimate them from the visual rep-
resentation h = fϕScat

(fϕh
(x̃)) extracted from the aug-

mented view x̃ = φt(x̃) as shown in Figure 6.
The pretext task loss is defined as the parameters esti-

mation loss between the applied parameters t and estimated
ones t̂ = gθt(h):

Lt(ϕh,θt) =
1

2N

2N∑
i=1

d(ti, gθt
(hi)), (2)

where d(., .) denotes the cross-entropy.

5. Final loss and training

We define ScatSimCLR loss similarly to SimCLR loss
(1) with the only difference that instead of h = fϕResNet

(x̃),
we consider h = fϕh

(fϕScat
(x̃)). Thus, the loss of Scat-

SimCLR is denoted as LScatSimCLR(ϕh,θz).
The final loss of ScatSimCLR with the pretext task reg-

ularization is defined as:

L(ϕh,θz,θt) = LScatSimCLR(ϕh,θz) + λLt(ϕh,θt),
(3)

where λ controls the relative weight of the second loss term.
The parameters estimation is based on the minimization

problem:

(ϕ̂h, θ̂z, θ̂t) = argmin
(ϕh,θz,θt)

L(ϕh,θz,θt), (4)

in practical implementation for the first 40 epochs we as-
sume λ = 0 in (3) and then λ = 0.3 for the rest. We have
noticed that the network converges better, if it is pre-trained
with only contrastive loss at the beginning. The parameter
λ is selected to equalize the amplitude of contrastive and
cross-entropy losses.

6. Experimental results

In this section, we evaluate ScatSimCLR performance on
several datasets in the image classification task. At first, the
proposed model is pretrained on a particular dataset based
on (4) using unlabeled data and then a logistic one-layer
classifier is applied to the learned representation to map it to
the class labels encoded based on one-hot-vector encoding.

Datasets. The experimental evaluation is performed on
STL-10 [1] and CIFAR100-20 [23] datasets. The experi-
ments aim at investigating the impact of ScatSimCLR archi-
tecture and image augmentations on the classification per-
formance. The results are reported as a top-1 result from 5
different runs.

Table 1. Impact of scale J and rotations L parameters of ScatNet
on the classification accuracy after 5 epochs.

J L Accuracy STL-10 Accuracy CIFAR100-20
1 4 61.90% 36.88%
1 8 62.75% 39.43%
1 12 63.00% 40.56%
1 16 63.70% 41.72%
2 4 63.12% 44.52%
2 8 63.71% 46.09%
2 12 63.34% 46.25%
2 16 64.03% 46.73%
3 4 60.10% 42.50%
3 8 60.80% 43.85%
3 12 60.90% 44.01%
3 16 61.20% 44.59%
4 4 45.12% 34.39%
4 8 46.58% 35.00%
4 12 48.10% 35.96%
4 16 49.91% 36.74%

6.1. Impact of ScatSimCLR parameters

6.1.1 Impact of scaling and rotation channels

In this section, we investigate the impact of ScatNet pa-
rameters on the overall performance of ScatSimCLR. We
use two datasets STL-10 and CIFAR100-20 with the im-
ages of size 96x96 to fit ScatNet. It should be noted that
CIFAR100-20 is up-sampled from the size 32x32 to 96x96
using LANCZOS interpolation [24]. The system is trained
with respect to the contrastive loss LScatSimCLR(ϕh,θz)
and with adapter network fixed to 12 ResBlock layers and
fixed depth of ScatNet to be 2. The pretext task loss was not
used and the training was performed for the first 5 epochs
only to reflect the dynamics of learning.

We have considered a range of ScatNet scaling param-
eters J from 1 to 4. We experimentally established that
for the current architecture of ScatNet applied to the in-
vestigated datasets with the images of size 96x96, the best
scaling parameter J is 2 as shown in Table 1. It should be
pointed out that the increase of the scaling leads to the usage
of larger filter sizes. As a consequence, the size of result-
ing images on the output of ScatNet, representing the fea-
ture vector, decreases. In turns, this represents a trade-off
between the desirable robustness to the scaling and unde-
sirable loss of details in the produced images. This might
explain the optimality of the scaling factor J=2 as opposed
to J=4.

Table 1 also demonstrates the impact of rotation param-
eter L on the classification performance for the considered
scale factors J . The investigation of the rotation parame-
ter L was performed in the range from 4 till 16 with the
step size equals to 4 for each scale factor. For both consid-
ered datasets, the increase of the number of rotations clearly



Table 2. Impact of the number of layers in the adapter network of
ScatSimCLR on STL-10 dataset for 1000 epochs.

Num. of layers Num. of parameters Accuracy STL-10
8 6.1M 76.47%

12 7.8M 83.53%
16 10.4M 84.01%
30 14.1M 84.76%

leads to the increase of the classification performance that
can be explained by the increase of the rotation invariance in
the produced feature space. In contrast to the scaling, the in-
crease of the rotation factor L preserves the dimensionality
of the produced feature map for a given fixed scaling and
only leads to the increase of the number of rotation chan-
nels in the network output. This might explain the increase
of the rotation parameter leads to overall performance en-
hancement.

6.1.2 Impact of the number of layers in the adapter
network

In this section, we investigate the impact of the adapter net-
work parameters on the classification accuracy. The exper-
iments are performed on the dataset STL-10 with the im-
age size 96x96. The training loss is defined by (3). As the
pretext task network we used a classifier consisting of two
fully-connected layers followed by the traditional dropout
and ReLu activation. The last layer activation is softmax.
ScatNet parameters were chosen according to the best re-
sults of section 6.1.1, i.e., J=2 and L=16.

We investigate the adapter network with the different
number of layers, namely 8, 12, 16 and 30. ScatSimCLR
was trained during 1000 epochs for each considered adapter
network. The results presented in Table 2 are obtained as
the top-1 results on the validation set. The obtained re-
sults clearly indicate that the increase of the adapter network
complexity increases the performance in the classification
task.

6.2. Ablations

6.2.1 Regularization ablations

In this section we investigate the impact of the regulariza-
tion techniques. We compare the performance of the model
trained with and without pretext task based on the estima-
tion of augmentation transform: rotation and jigsaw estima-
tion. We run experiment with all models presented in Ta-
ble 2 and ScatSimCLR based on ResNet18 to compare the
performance in a function of model complexity. ScatNet pa-
rameters were chosen according to the best results presented
in 6.1.1. We use the STL-10 dataset for our comparison ex-
periments. As the pretext task estimator we used a classifier
consisting of two fully-connected layers with ReLU activa-
tion and the softmax at the end. We trained each model for

Table 3. Impact of the pretext task regularization on the classifica-
tion accuracy on STL-10 dataset.

Accuracy on STL-10
Baseline
model

Without
pretext

With pretext Num.
of paramersRotation Jigsaw

ScatSimCLR 8 74.78% 77.86% 76.36% 6.1 M
ScatSimCLR 12 76.57% 78.43% 77.78% 7.8 M
ScatSimCLR 16 77.03% 78.5% 77.91% 10.5 M
ScatSimCLR 30 77.86% 79.11% 78.4% 14.1 M
SimCLR (ResNet18) 71.90% 76.36% 75.22% 11.5 M

100 epochs. The batch size differs depending on the size of
the model.

As it is shown in Table 3, the introduction of the pre-
text task improves the classification accuracy for both con-
sidered models: (i) ScatNet based SimCLR and (ii) vanilla
SimCLR. For all models, rotation augmentation pretext task
provides higher increase in classification performance in
comparison to jigsaw. It can be explained by the fact that
in the process of jigsaw pretext task, an image is split into
9 patches without an intersection, and then each patch is re-
sized using Lanczos interpolation, so they fit the network in-
put size. Applying interpolation introduces some artifacts.
In the considered pretext task based on rotating by 90, 180
and 270 degrees the interpolation is not applied as such.

Therefore the introduction of pretext task regulariza-
tion improves the classification performance of the models
trained with contrastive loss. The proposed ScatSimCLR8
with 6.1 M of parameters outperforms SimCLR (ResNet18)
with 11.5 M of parameters for all considered pretext tasks
and also without pretext task. This confirms the importance
of geometrical invariance of ScatNet.

6.2.2 Ablations of image augmentations

In this section we investigate the impact of image aug-
mentations on the classification performance. We use the
STL-10 dataset with image size 96x96. To exclude the im-
pact of batch size and other model hyperparameters, we use
the fixed setup with batch size = 256, ScatNet parameters:
J=2, L=16 and depth=2. We study (i) geometric transfor-
mations: random cropping, horizontal flipping and random
affine transformations and (ii) color transformations: color
jitter, Gaussian blur and grayscaling. We tried to investi-
gate the effect of augmentation ablation considering differ-
ent combinatorics of augmentations.

The obtained results are shown in Figure 7. The baseline
system performance is shown by the green bar. The base-
line uses all considered augmentation similarly to SimCLR.
It is interesting to point out that the removal of affine trans-
formation augmentations leads to the performance enhance-
ment with about 2% with respect to the baseline system with
all considered augmentations. This is an important result
confirming the invariance of ScatNet to geometrical trans-



Figure 7. Impact of removing the augmentations on the perfor-
mance of ScatSimCLR for STL-10: ”Baseline” denotes ScatSim-
CLR trained with all augmentations (cropping, flipping, color,
grayscale, Gaussian blur and affine augmentations). The follow-
ing labels denote: 1 - the baseline without the affine augmenta-
tions; 2 - only cropping and color augmentations; 3 - the baseline
without the horizontal flipping; 5 - the baseline without Gaussian
blur augmentations; 6 - the baseline without cropping and Gaus-
sian blur augmentations; 7 - the baseline without color and Gaus-
sian blur augmentations; 8 - the baseline without grayscale and
Gaussian blur augmentations; 9 - the baseline without cropping
and grayscale augmentations; 10 - the baseline without color aug-
mentations; 11 - the baseline without cropping augmentations; 12
- the baseline without grayscale augmentations; 13 - only crop-
ping augmentations; 14 - the baseline without color and grayscale
augmentations; 15 - only color augmentations; 16 - the baseline
without crop and color augmentations; 17 - no augmentations.

formations. Therefore, these augmentations can be further
excluded from training. In turns, it might lead to the lower
complexity of training under a smaller number of augmen-
tations. The next interesting result is obtained when the
only image cropping and color transformations were used
as the augmentations. It leads to about 0.5% enhancement
over the baseline system. Finally, the same enhancement is
observed when the flipping was removed from the baseline
augmentations. The performance of ScatSimCLR without
any augmentations is about 24% lower with respect to the
baseline system.

Summarizing the obtained results, we can conclude that
the most important augmentations for ScatSimCLR are
cropping and color ones.

6.2.3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art

We compare the results obtained for the proposed ScatSim-
CLR on STL-10 [1] and CIFAR100-20 [23] with the state-
of-the-art results reported in ADC [15], DeepCluster [7],
DAC [9], IIC [21], TSUK [16], SCAN [40], RUC [34] and
SimCLR[10] on the Figures 1 and 8.

Figures 1 and 8 show the performance of image classifi-

Figure 8. CIFAR100-20 Top-1 accuracy of self-supervised meth-
ods. Gray dots indicate other self-supervised methods. ScatSim-
CLR is shown in red.

cation using ScatSimCLR with the linear evaluation layer.
We compare the model performance not only in terms of
classification accuracy but also in terms of number of train-
able parameters. For the STL-10 dataset as shown on Fig-
ure 1, we not only achieve SOTA classification accuracy but
also our model achieves better performance, compared to
previous SOTA [40] with only a half of its parameters. The
same tendency is shown for CIFAR100-20 [23] dataset on
Figure 8; all proposed ScatSimCLR models achieve SOTA
classification accuracy: 58.0% , 59.4% and 63.8%, with
7M, 10.4M and 14M parameters respectively, while previ-
ous SOTA RUC [34] achieves 54.3% with 14M trainable
parameters.

7. Conclusion and discussions

In this paper, we address the problem of self-supervised
learning for small dataset problems. More particularly, we
answer the question whether the complex encoding network
used for the contrastive learning can be partially replaced
by the simpler hand-crafted network ensuring geometric in-
variance.

We demonstrate that the proposed model based on geo-
metrically invariant ScatNet with reduced number of train-
able parameters can achieve the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on STL-10 and CIFAR100-20 datasets.

We demonstrate that introduction of pretext task regu-
larization based on the estimation of augmentation trans-
form improves the performance of the proposed ScatSim-
CLR models as well as SimCLR with ResNet.

We demonstrate that by using a geometrically invariant
ScatNet model, we are able to reduce the great portion of



augmentations used to simulate the geometrical transforma-
tions at the training. Also, we confirm that the main benefit
in the considered contrastive learning comes from the color
and cropping augmentations. This indicates that a promis-
ing direction in further reduction of the number of augmen-
tations is to use more efficient color coding schemes and to
introduce local windowed encoding in contrast to the whole
image encoding considered in the paper.

The performed extensive experiments explain the ar-
chitectural and design particularities of the considered ap-
proach. The obtained results represent the state-of-the-art
performance on several datasets among the networks with
the same number of parameters.
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